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ABSTRACT  
 
Statistics Canada publishes a vast array of data including monthly, quarterly and annual series. Most of Statistics Canada’s monthly 

series are available on a seasonally adjusted basis. Now Statistics Canada also includes the trend-cycle for selected publications of 

monthly series. Statistics Canada uses a variant of a method proposed by Dagum and Luati (2009) to estimate the trend-cycle. In 

this paper, an evaluative study to compare a number of options for estimating the trend-cycle is presented and the findings are 

discussed.  
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RÉSUMÉ  
 

Statistique Canada publie une panoplie de données  et cela inclut des séries mensuelles, trimestrielles et annuelles. La plupart des 

séries mensuelles de Statistique Canada sont désaisonnalisées. La tendance-cycle se retrouve maintenant dans quelques publications 

de séries mensuelles de Statistique Canada. Statistique Canada utilise une variante d’une méthode d'estimation de tendance-cycle  

proposée par Dagum et Luati (2009). Dans cet article, une étude évaluative pour comparer quelques méthodes d'estimation de 

tendance-cycle est présentée et elle est suivie d’une discussion des résultats. 

 

MOTS CLÉS : Données désaisonnalisées; Tendance-cycle; Moyenne mobile; Filtre linéaire en Cascade; Filtre d’Henderson.   

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Statistics Canada publishes a vast array of data including monthly, quarterly and annual series. Monthly or quarterly time 

series data are sometimes influenced by seasonal and calendar effects. These effects can bring about changes in the data 

that normally occur at the same time, and in about the same magnitude, every year. For example, monthly retail sales have 

historically been at their highest level for the year in December as a result of holiday shopping, and then declined to their 

lowest levels in January and February. This occurs year after year and affects the extent to which information on trends in 

retail industries can be analysed by comparing sales data for these months. These seasonal and calendar effects can obscure 

"true" underlying movements in the data series related to the business cycle, or to non-seasonal events, such as strikes or 

unanticipated disruptions in production. Consequently, seasonal adjustment techniques that remove the effect of seasonal 

and calendar influences from the original data can sharpen the extent to which a time series can be used to evaluate 

meaningful changes in economic conditions over time.  

 

Time series are generally considered to have three components. Let 𝑌𝑡 be the original series. It is composed of the trend-

cycle 𝐶𝑡 , the seasonality (including calendar effects) 𝑆𝑡, and the irregular 𝐼𝑡. As its names indicates, the trend-cycle is 

composed of the trend and the cycle. The trend is the long-term upward or downward movement observed in the data over 

several years or decades. The cycle is a sequence of smooth fluctuations around the long-term trend characterized by 

alternating periods of expansion and contraction. The two are relatively hard to distinguish in practice so we estimate them 

together as the trend-cycle. The seasonality is the intra-year (monthly, quarterly) fluctuations which repeat more or less 

from year to year. Here we also include calendar effects such as the trading day and the Easter effects. The irregular 

comprises the residual, erratic, fluctuations which cannot be attributed to the systematic components described above: the 

trend-cycle, the seasonality or the calendar effect. 
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To separate the components described above, one usually uses the additive decomposition, 𝑌𝑡  = 𝐶𝑡 + 𝑆𝑡 + 𝐼𝑡 , or the 

multiplicative one: 𝑌𝑡  = 𝐶𝑡 × 𝑆𝑡 × 𝐼𝑡 . The seasonally adjusted series 𝑆𝐴𝑡 is the original series from which we remove the 

seasonality or, equivalently, the trend-cycle with the irregular. In the additive mode, that means 𝑆𝐴𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑆𝑡 = 𝐶𝑡 + 𝐼𝑡 

while in the multiplicative mode, it means 𝑆𝐴𝑡 = 𝑌𝑡/𝑆𝑡 = 𝐶𝑡 × 𝐼𝑡. In figure 1, we have an example of the original series 

with its strong seasonal movement, the seasonally adjusted with the seasonal component and the Trend-Cycle which is the 

seasonally adjusted with the irregular removed.  

 

Figure 1 – Retail Series 

 

 
 

 

Statistics Canada seasonally adjusts almost all of its major sub-annual economic indicators, including quarterly and monthly 

estimates of gross domestic product, and monthly employment estimates from the Labour Force Survey using the X-12-

ARIMA method. Although the vast majority of the agency's releases highlight seasonally adjusted data, both the seasonally 

adjusted series and unadjusted series are often made available. The reader interested in seasonal adjustment with X12-Arima 

process can consult Ladiray and Quenneville (2001) and Findley et al. (1998). There is also an FAQ on Seasonally Adjusted 

Data available on Statistics Canada’s website. 

 

Trend-cycle data represent a smoothed version of a seasonally adjusted time series. They provide information on longer-

term movements, including changes in direction underlying the series. For those reasons, several of Statistics Canada’s 

monthly publications also include a trend-cycle estimate. For a discussion on the usefulness of trend-cycle estimates for 

national statistical agencies see McLaren and Zhang (2010). Statistics Canada also has a FAQ page on the trend-cycle. 

 

This paper presents an evaluative study of different trend-cycle methods. Section 2 presents the trend-cycle estimation 

methods considered. Section 3 presents an evaluative study and its results. Section 4 provides conclusions and briefly 

mentions future work.  

 

2. THE TREND-CYLE ESTIMATION METHODS  
 

This section presents the different trend-cycle estimation methods considered. All of these methods use the seasonally 

adjusted series as input.  

 

2.1 The 13-term Henderson Moving Average (H13) 
 

Let p be a positive integer. The 2p+1 order Henderson filter (Henderson 1916) is the moving average   ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑌𝑡+𝑗
𝑝
𝑗=−𝑝  with 

the weight chosen such as to minimize the objective function 𝐹 = ∑ (∇3 𝑤𝑗)
2𝑝

𝑗=−𝑝  (where ∇𝑤𝑗 = 𝑤𝑗 − 𝑤𝑗−1 is the discrete 

difference operator, ∇2𝑤𝑗 = ∇(∇𝑤𝑗) and so on…) under the constraints that quadratic polynomials are preserved (this is 

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/dai/btd/sad-faq
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/dai/btd/sad-faq
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/eng/dai/btd/tce-faq
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equivalent to ∑ 𝑤𝑗
𝑝
𝑗=−𝑝 = 1, ∑ 𝑤𝑗

𝑝
𝑗=−𝑝 𝑗 = 0 and ∑ 𝑤𝑗

𝑝
𝑗=−𝑝 𝑗2 = 0). The resulting weights are symmetric (𝑤𝑗 = 𝑤−𝑗) and 

are given by the following formula (with n=p+2) : 

𝑤𝑗 =
315[(𝑛−1)2−𝑗2][𝑛2−𝑗2][(𝑛+1)2−𝑗2][3𝑛2−16−11𝑗2]

8𝑛(𝑛2−1)(4𝑛2−1)(4𝑛2−9)(4𝑛2−25)
 . 

 

The objective function F to minimize ensures that the trend-cycle estimate is relatively smooth.  The 13-term filter (p = 6) 

is often used in practice to estimate the trend-cycle by some national statistical agencies. The X-12 ARIMA software also 

uses this when estimating the different components of a time series. The numeric weights of the 13-term filter are:  

 

-0.019, -0.028, 0, 0.065, 0.147, 0.214, 0.240, 0.214, 0.147, 0.065, 0, -0.028, -0.019  

 

This 13-term filter cannot be applied at the ends of the series (first six terms and the last six terms). Musgrave (1964) 

provided asymmetric filters for the end of the series that are optimal in terms of revision under specific assumptions. They 

are also used by the X-12 ARIMA software. These will be the asymmetric filters that we use in our study.  

 

2.2 Dagum Two-Step Method (D2S) 
 

The Dagum Two-Step method (Dagum (1996)), as its names suggests, consists of two steps. The first step is an extreme 

value correction. The second step consists of taking the output series of the first step as input, extend it with one year of 

monthly ARIMA forecast along with another correction for extreme value. Each of these steps is easily done using the X12-

ARIMA software. The details of the method are in Dagum (1996). 

 

This method produces smoother results than the 13-term Henderson filter, has less unwanted ripples (unwanted ripples are 

defined in section 3) and reduces revision. The main drawback of this method is that it is non-linear. In particular the 

additivity is not respected (i.e. the trend-cycle of a series which is the sum of two series will not necessarily be the sum of 

their trends). This is because the extreme value correction step is a non-linear process. It is also more complicated than H13 

and therefore less transparent. 

 

2.3 The Cascade Linear Filter of Dagum and Luati (CLF) 
 

The cascade linear filter (CLF) was designed by Dagum and Luati (2009) in order to approximate the Dagum Two-Step 

method but with the advantage of being linear. The CLF is a 13-term symmetric filter. Its weights are:  

 

-0.027, -0.007, 0.031, 0.067, 0.136, 0.188, 0.224, 0.188, 0.136, 0.067, 0.031, -0.007, -0.027 

 

The details of the rationale of this filter are explained in details in Dagum and Luati (2009). It has good spectral properties, 

is smoother than the 13-term Henderson filter, but does not preserve quadratic polynomials. As in the case of the 13-term 

Henderson filter, the Cascade linear filter cannot be used for the first and last six terms of the series. In Dagum and Luati 

(2009), asymmetric linear filters are provided for the end points. They are optimal in terms of revision under the assumption 

that the series was generated from an ARIMA (0, 1, 1) model with the moving average parameter fixed to 𝜃1 = 0.4 .  
 

2.4 The Cut and Normalize Variant of the Cascade Linear Filter of Dagum and Luati (CLF Cut & Norm.) 

 

This method is exactly the same as the one presented in section 2.3 except for the extremity of the series (the first and last 

six terms of the series). Here, instead of using the weights based on an ARIMA(0, 1, 1) assumption as above, the weights 

of the symmetric filter have been pro-rated so that their sum is equal to one in order to compensate for the missing terms. 

This is simpler and, as will be presented in the evaluative study, it gives good empirical results in term of revision. The pro-

rated weights for the asymmetric filters are shown on figure 2. 
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Figure 2 – CLF Weights (cut and normalize versions)  

 

 
 

 

2.5 Other methods 
 

Some other methods were considered. Most of them (Hodrick-Prescott, Continuous Smoothing Splines…) are special cases 

of State Space Models. These have the advantages that the parameters can be optimized for each series and that the model 

can be used for inference. However, the trend-cycle production is a monthly process and the relative complexity of these 

models makes them unfit for this kind of schedule. Also, our goal is for the trend-cycle estimation method to be transparent, 

simple, and easy to share. Hence, State Space Models were not retained. 

 

3. EVALUATIVE STUDY 
 

There are several criteria to take into account when comparing the different methods. As in other branches of Statistics, 

there is not a single method that performs best for all criteria. This section will first present the desired properties and 

criteria. It will then present the series from which we will derive the empirical results and this will be followed by the results 

of our study. Our results are similar to the ones contained in the study by Martin et al.(2009). 

 

3.1 The criteria 

 

This section describes the desired properties of a trend-cycle and how those characteristics are measured. 

 

Smoothness: There are several definitions or criteria of smoothness. Our measure of smoothness is defined as 

𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 100 ∗ √
∑ [(𝐶𝑡 − 𝐶𝑡−1)/𝐶𝑡−1]2

𝑡

∑ [(𝑆𝐴𝑡 − 𝑆𝐴𝑡−1)/𝑆𝐴𝑡−1]2
𝑡

 

This represents a measure of the month-to-month percentage change in the trend-cycle. The smaller the smoothness number 

is, the smoother the trend-cycle. 

 

Revisions: As new data points become available, it gives a better understanding of the recent past which leads to revised 

estimates. There are also some revisions to the trend-cycle caused by the revision of the raw data but for the sake of 

simplicity, this was not measured and it was assumed that there were no revisions to raw data.   The measure is the Mean 

Absolute Revision Error (MARE) which measures the relative revision in absolute value. Two measures of revision are 

measured - the revision from the initial estimate to the final estimate (referred as Total Revision) and the measure of revision 

between the first and second estimate of a given month. 

 

Detection of turning points: A turning point is the data point at the start of an upturn or a downturn. An upturn is defined 

as a time t when the trend-cycle has three consecutive decreases followed by an increase: 

𝐶𝑡−3 ≥ 𝐶𝑡−2 ≥ 𝐶𝑡−1 ≥ 𝐶𝑡 ≤ 𝐶𝑡+1. 
A downturn is defined similarly as above with all the inequality signs reversed. There are several other definitions of turning 

points but the one used here is the same definition of a turning point as the one used in Dagum (1996) and Dagum and Luati 

(2009). Ideally, the trend-cycle estimates should detect turning points as concurrently as possible. Our measure of lag is the 

average number of months it takes for a method to detect the turning point (lag). 
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Unwanted Ripple: An unwanted ripple occurs whenever two turning points occur within ten months. The goal is to have 

the method with the smallest number of ripples as a ripple denotes false turning points. 

 

Linearity: To facilitate the interpretation of the trend, it is preferred that the trends of components add up to the trend-cycle 

of the total. The only nonlinear method considered here is the Dagum Two-Step method. 

 

Simplicity of the method: The method should be transparent and simple as it makes the diffusion and communication 

easier. 

 

3.2 The series studied 
 

For the summary results presented in this article, eight series that are key indicators of Statistics Canada’s survey programs 

are included: Building Permits, Imports, Exports, Labour Force Survey (employment), Manufacturing, Retail, Wholesale 

and the Survey of Employment, Payroll and Hours.  The range of data for the study was from January 2004 to December 

2012.  Note that other series were analyzed, including more detailed domains from these survey programs as well as 

estimates from other Statistics Canada survey programs. 

 

3.3 Results 

 

Table 1 shows summary statistics for the different criteria averaged over the eight series. A radar chart with the relative 

ranking is also provided. In figure 3 the radar chart shows the rank of each method for the five criteria. Of the four methods 

considered, only the Dagum Two-Step method is nonlinear (represented with a dashed line). 

 

While no method is the best with respect to all the criteria, the Cut and Normalized Variant of the CLF in green performs 

well for all the criteria. On the radar chart of figure 3, one can see that the line corresponding to this method is the most 

central one. Because of the good empirical properties, its linearity and its simplicity, the CLF (cut and normalize variant) 

method was the trend-cycle estimation method chosen.  

 

Table 1 – Empirical Results  
Criteria H13 D2S CLF CLF (cut & norm.) 

Cut & Normalize Smoothness 43% 37%  40%              40%  

Ripples (Average number) 0.875 0.125 0.5 0.5 

Turning Points (Average lag) 2.06 2.80 2.58 2.14 

First revision 0.698% 0.876% 0.773% 0.604% 

Total revision  0.938% 1.104% 1.590% 1.010% 

 

 

Figure 3 – Radar chart of the four methods  
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4. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper presented an evaluative study that compares four methods of trend-cycle estimation. The study was based on 

several key indicators. Estimates of the trend-cycle are presented along with the seasonally adjusted data in selected charts 

in Statistics Canada’s official releases. The inclusion of trend-cycle information is intended to support the analysis and 

interpretation of the seasonally adjusted data. To show that the most recent months are subject to substantial revision, the 

last four months of trend-cycle are dotted (see figure 4).  The CLF method (cut and normalize variant) is a linear method 

that it easy to understand. The trend-cycle line gives a better picture of the long term movement of the series. In order to be 

transparent, Statistics Canada has made available on its website a FAQ page on the trend-cycle that enable users to replicate 

the trend-cycle themselves from the seasonally adjusted data and offers insights on how to analyze. As future work, other 

methods such as State Space Models will be investigated. Trend-cycle estimation for quarterly series will also be developed. 

 

Figure 4 – Graphical display of the Seasonally Adjusted and Trend-Cycle of Building Permits (Total Value) 
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